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24th Annual General Meeting of Mideast Integrated Steels Limited
24th Annual General Meeting of Mideast Integrated Steels Limited was
held at The Claremont, New Delhi on 27th September, 2017. The
meeting was attended by shareholders in large numbers. Mrs. Rita
Singh, CMD addressed the shareholders and also briefed in detail
business outlook, future prospects and expansion and viability plans of
the company.
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It is my pleasure to extend hearty greetings to all Mescoians
and readers of the ninth issue of the MESCO News Line.
In its journey of growth, Mesco has always emerged stronger
from challenging circumstances. It would be no different this
time. Challenge drives us at Mesco. Resuming production at
Mesco-I last year was one positive development, while
manufacturing high quality TMT bars under the brand name
MESCON at MESCO-II was a historic moment. The third
noteworthy development is that the operating margins at
both the steel plants have seen significant improvement.
The demand for steel in the country has entered a
sustainable growth path, which augurs well for profitability in
steel production. It is true that the issue of raw materials,
especially the supply of iron ore, has become a cause of
concern. However this situation is untenable for the country
in general and especially for the steel industry, therefore
things would have to work out in a positive manner.
Given the challenges that are before us, it is important to do more than 100%. My expectation from all Mescoians is to
contribute more than what the job demands. Moreover the job satisfaction derived from achieving excellence in the work is
its own reward. The best way to grow is to extend the range of skills and expertise through a continuous learning process.
We, as a country, have entered a phase of development, where steel industry would see a tremendous growth over the
next decade. Mesco would be a strong partner in this historic opportunity of development. Various projects of expansion
and modernization of steel plants, acquisition of new mines and steel plants, gold mining project in Cambodia, and other
mining projects in Madhya Pradesh and Jharkhand would take Mesco to greater heights.
My wishes for an exciting and prosperous year of 2018.

JK Singh
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A Right Beginning is the flight to Bright Consequence
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Every

year opens with new set of
opportunities and challenges. We should
reflect on the year gone by to realise what right
we did and where we need to improve. This
honest reflection and introspection is the best
way to learn and grow.
The year of 2017 was a significant milestone in
Mesco’s long journey. It is a matter of pride
that both the steel plants showed improved
performances, while operational excellence
was achieved at Roida Iron Ore Mine.
Through its history, Mesco has always come out strongly from adverse circumstances. With the whole
hearted support of every Mescoian, we would overcome the current iron ore mining challenge and
continue on the growth path. We will positively manage through today's challenging environment just as
we had done in the past.
One good news is that in the last month or so, the steel market has picked up, restoring commercial
viability in steel making operations at both the steel plants. Strong growth in steel demand is expected in
India, which would support steel prices going forward. Strong economic growth together with greater
investments by the government in infrastructure and affordable housing would drive the demand for steel
in the country, which would be supported by strong economic growth globally.
It is good time to recall, “ When the going gets tough, the tough gets going." We shall focus more on
finished steel and value added products.
I am excited about our prospects and remain confident in our ability to deliver long-term value for our
stakeholders. I expect all of you to do one notch better than what you did last year. Every small additional
effort makes a difference.
May the New Year bring more prosperity and success in your life.

Rita Singh

Anything worth doing, is worth doing right
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At the outset, I would like to wish all our valued reader
A Very Happy and Prosperous New Year 2018

I!

I am happy to note that MESCO News line has been successfully attaining its
objective for creating a strong interactive medium within the Company. After
successful publication of last 8 Issues, I hope that the 9th Issue will also come
out with lots of significance and value added information about the MESCO
Group as a whole attaining the expectation of all our valued readers. The
market positions have been very difficult in 2016 - 17 and there is leeway of
continuing this scenario till mid of 2018. The economic instability has put all companies under gigantic
pressure to bring into line their business strategies and operations. For MESCO Group too, this year seems
to be a most challenging one. However despite facing the challenges we remained focused on operational
excellence, human resource development and value addition to all our business processes. Major Value
additions has been done in the current period as we have successfully switched over to SAP S4 Hana v
1610 which has been successfully implemented on premises and gone live w.e.f 1st July, 2017. Company
has already taken a major leap towards capacity expansion both for MESCOSTEELI & MESCOSTEELII, in
between we have increased our product line by introducing MESCON TMT and Heavy Structural Steel
Products, long steel products and Billets, we have also entered well in the Gold Mining Project within India
in addition to our overseas Gold Mining Projects. It gives us immense pleasure to share that Equity of the
company is listed and traded at Bombay Stock Exchange from the auspicious day of Chhoti Diwali i.e 18th
October, 2017. We would further like to share that our stock has moved from 57 to 92 within a span of 4
months in backing 61% growth in prices. MISL plans to access Capital Markets to raise money for ensuring
and enhancing Steel production at MISL and to make its subsidiary Maithan Ispat Ltd. more profitable. We
are also raising capital so as to bid for more Mines.
Not only in Operational Excellence, the Company has also progressed a long way in implementing the
various Projects and Management Practices. These coupled with experience, knowledge, hard work and
sincerity of our Employees has enabled the Company to progress ahead creating the new milestones in
operation and overall efficiency.
It is noteworthy to mention here that it is only because of the trust, hard work and utmost dedication of the
employees that has prompted us to progress through all the difficult times so far. With the strong
determination of the employees in particular and support of all our valued investors, suppliers, customers
and upcoming projects I visualize the Tomorrow of MESCO is bright where all will try to adhere as all of us
has a role to play to streamline the Organization. In that we would like to have a horizontal growth rather
than a vertical growth to our Organization taking the Company to the global map of Steel and Mines.
I also wish to state that this New Year 2018 is the year of Transmission. I whole heartedly wish MESCO
NEWSLINE and its digital version in Company’s website will go a long way in becoming the best tool of
reflecting operational excellence and performance as a whole. I wish all our valued readers good health and
wonderful time ahead...

Natasha Singh Sinha
Great investors need to have the right combination of intuition, business sense and investment talent
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We we I com’e everyone to the 9th Edition of our MESCO NEWSLINE. In the Era of New Year 2018 we have taken an
initiative with an essential purpose of MESCO Newsline is to inform, engage, inspire and entertain a diversified
readership. By presenting an intimate, timely and honest portrait of our MESCO Group, its people, its programs, its
history, its challenges, its resources and its mission. In the originality of its conception, in the excellence of its writing and
corporate visual presentation and in its commitment about accuracy, magnificent editorial balance, the Newsline
endeavors to reflect the values and the quality of our MESCO Group. By maintaining the respect and interest of our
readers, the Newsline aspires ultimately to inform their opinion about the Company and to strengthen their commitment
to its welfare.
We are extremely delightful to note the encouraging Vision of the Promoters & Management team to establish MESCO
in the top tier of Steel Producing Company and being consistently backed up with dedication, commitment, motivation,
hard work of our ‘contented’ work force.
We are committed to bring out many more issues with continuous support of the Management, our Stakeholder and
valued Readers.

Editor in Chief
Mr. B.N. Swain
Executive Editor
Mr. D.P.Nanda
Associate Editor
Ms. Sipranjali Swain
Mr. Sounik Kajal

Creative thinking - in terms of idea creativity - is not a mystical talent. It is a skill that can be practiced and nurtured
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—MESCO Newsline
Performance of MESCO STEEL II (Maithan Ispat Ltd.) at a glance....
Maithan Ispat was taken over by Mesco Steel on 1st April’ 2015. Post acquisition, despite of sluggish steel market, with the continuous
guidance of our Charman (E) & CMD, able leadership of Director (F) & Director (C) and dedicated & experienced workforce plant
could increase the yearly production of Sponge Iron, Billet, Power generation as well as Sales Revenue. Mesco II has also
converted its negative EBIDTA to positive by focusing on improving equipment efficiency, reducing specific consumption, initiating
Small Group Activities, encouraging People Participation in various decision making process & undertaking various Cost Reduction
Activities. To add value to our margin we have started running the TMT bar mill of M/s Yazdani Steel & Power Ltd on lease basis
since September’2017 and launched MESCON TMT of sizes varying between 8mm to 25mm.
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CMD and Director (Finance) expressing happiness and sharing joys
with Employees on performance of MESCOSTEEL II
Spectacular achievement is always preceded by unspectacular preparation

■ EBITDA

MESCO Newsline- -

CMD’S ADDRESSAL TOWARDS PRERANA 2017
It’s our immense pleasure to intimate all our readers that Our
CMD, Mrs. Rita Singh was invited & felicitated at an event
“Prerana 2017” organized at Bhubaneswar, Odisha on February
26, 2017. Where herself shared her keynote on “Role of
Corporate in Grooming Women Leaders”. The show was
organized by “Odisha Televisions Ltd”. The address of our CMD
on the topic was highly acclaimed by the erudite audiences and
was followed by questions and answers. Amongst others,
eminent actress & MP (Lok Sabha) Mrs. Kiran Kher was also
invited to address and was felicitated in the event.
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The question is not who’s going to let me!!! It’s who’s going stop me

— MESCO Newsline
ASSOCIATION OF MESCO STEEL WITH
“1st MAKE IN ODISHA CONCLAVE”
MESCO Steel had a strong presence in the biggest ever event organized by Government of Odisha
coinciding “Make In India” (#makeinindia) campaign. It was also our pleasure to have our Director
(Finance) Ms. Natasha Singh Sinha who graced the occasion, being invited by the organizers and
inaugurated our Stall in “Make in Odisha Conclave”. Our company's stall in exhibition Hall 1, Stall
no-23 was beautifully set up among other industrial units. During these three days session, our Stall

was visited by a good number of Visitors, Customers and Service Providers who also interacted with
our Technical and Marketing team and also appreciated our Product layout leaving their footprints on
the carpet of Inter Companies Relationships.
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Our Soil will produce gold when well rub our hands on it

MESCO Newsline- SAFETY WEEK CELEBRATION AT ROIDA I IRON ORE MINES
Under the aegis of Director General Mines safety
Bhubaneswar Region, Mines safety week celebrated with
much pump and enthusiastic manner in Roida I Iron Ore
Mines on 4th March 2017. The objective of the celebration
was to inculcate safety culture among mine workers and at
the end of the observation, the best safety practices would
be adopted by the mines.

fl

MAITHAN ISPAT CELEBRATED 46TH NATIONAL SAFETY WEEK 2017
Maithan Ispat Limited has organized the grand celebration of 46th National Safety Week followed with various

programs like safety essay writing, safety quiz, safety slogan, safety poster competitions etc to create safety awareness among
all employees & their dependants. The closing ceremony on 4th March, 2017 was also followed by lectures from Sr. Executives
of the company present on dias including Chief Guest Shri. H. S. Mohanty, (Retd.) Director of Factories & Boilers, Shri. Surjit
Satpathy, CEO and Shri. B. N. Swain, Group HR Head. Number of awards were given to the winners of various categories by the
Chief Guest. All employees have taken oath for their continuous commitment towards best safety practices.

ELEVATION OF GETs AT MESCO STEEL

1

Maithan Ispat Limited has organized the grand celebration of 46th National Safety Week followed with various programs
like safety essay writing, safety quiz, safety slogan, safety poster competitions etc to create safety awareness among all
employees & their dependants. The
closing ceremony on 4th March, 2017
was also followed by lectures from Sr.
Executives of the company present on
dias including Chief Guest Shri. H. S.
Mohanty, (Retd.) Director of Factories
& Boilers, Shri. Surjit Satpathy, CEO
and Shri. B. N. Swain, Group HR Head.
Number of awards were given to the
winners of various categories by the
Chief Guest. All employees have taken
oath for their continuous commitment
towards best safety practices.
The safety of the people shall be the highest law
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KALINGA NAGAR MAHOSTAVA

on behalf ofi

MESCO STEEL had a majestic presence in the
Kalinga Nagar Mahostava organized for the first time
by the Govt, of Odisha in Steel Hub of Kalinga Nagar
on 22nd, 23rd and 24th December, 2017. As invited by
the Government of Odisha as well as inspired by the

Sri Chandra Sarathi Behera in gracious presence ol
Hon’ble Local MLA, Er. Pritiranjan Ghadai and other
Senior Govt. Officials. We were commended with high
degree of appreciations for our different display in our
Stall, briefing of our Products of both the Plants and
Corporate Social Responsibility in the periphery areas
promoting education, sports, healthcare, sanitation,
environmental sustainability and making safe drinking
water available, employment enhancement through
training and vocational skill development in MESCO ITC.
Our CMD was also invited for Felicitation being the
Premiere Woman Entrepreneur of Odisha and her
contribution to the Steel Sector and the Society at Large.

Hon’ble Local MLA, we have participated in the
“Mahostava” by displaying a beautiful stall in the name
of MESCO STEEL for both MESCOSTEEL I &
MESCOSTEEL II. Our Stall was inaugurated by
Hon’ble Minister for Youth & Sports, Govt, of Odisha,

MAITHAN ISPAT LIMITED BAGGED KALINGA SAFETY AWARD 2017

CO

a

CM

Maithan Ispat Limited bagged Kalinga Safety Award
(Silver) on 10th November 2017 at Bhubaneswar on the
occasion of “Odisha State Safety Conclave 2017”. On
behalf of Maithan Ispat Shri Dharmaveer Choudhry, Sr.
GM-Coordination received the award from Shri S.C. Jamir,
His Excellency Governor of Odisha in presence of Smt.
Anu Garg, Principal Secretary, Department of Labour and
ESI, Govt, of Odisha, Director of Factories and other
dignitaries. This award was given to us as recognition for
the best Safety Performance for the Year-2016.

v

Success consists of going from failure to failure without loss of enthusiasm

MESCO Newsline- IRON-ORE MINE

Next Leap: 3.50 MTPA Integrated Steel Plant
Brownfield expansion to a 3.50 MTPA integrated steel
plant with an investment of $ 3.0 billion. In the first
phase, through forward integration, integrated steel
plant of 1.20 MTPA is under execution with the
. addition of following major facilities:
• BOF Converter of 100 tons capacity

Roida Iron Ore Mine
Mesco Steel is operating Roida Iron Ore
Mine, at Barbil well connected with railways
and highways on an area of 104 hectares
• High grade Iron Ore (Iron Content of
63%) with annual production 3 million
tons and Reserves of200 million tons
• Products 10-30 mm Calibrated Lump
Ore (Iron Content 60-62%)

• 5-strand billet caster
• Bar mill
• Rod mill

• 5-18 mm Calibrated Lump Ore (Iron
Content 60-62%)

• Oxygen Plant

• Blue Dust (Over 63% Iron Content)

• Lime Plant

• Fines (Iron Content 56-63%)

• Pulverized Coal Injection Unit
Second phase will take the finished steel capacity to
3.50 MTPA. It would entail execution of following
major plants

Maiangtoli Iron Ore Mine
Spread over 1500 hectares, Maiangtoli Iron
Ore Mine in the world famous iron ore belt of
Odisha is a valuable asset of Mesco Steel.

• Blast furnace of 3200 cubic meter
• Sinter plant of 3.30 MTPA
• Coke Oven Battery of 1.50 MTPA
• Two BOF Converters of 100 tons each
• 5-Strand billet caster
• Slab Caster
Historical Milestones
▲

1992 Mideast Integrated Steels Ltd. Formed

A 1996Acquisition of Roida Iron Ore Mine
A 1997 Foundation of Steel Plant at Jajpur
A 2004 Joint venture with Stemcor UK
A 2005 Steel Plant Commissioned
A 2006 Iron Ore Mine Starts Production
A 2007 Production Starts at Steel Plant
A 2009-2013 Profit After Tax Doubled each year
A 2011 Sinter Plant Commissioned
A 2012 Private Railway Siding Commissioned
A 2012 Second Sinter Plant Commissioned
A 2013 Acquires Gold Mine in Southeast Asia

If you want to shine like a sun, first burn like a sun
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New Projects Under Implementation
Rewa Cement Plant
• 2.30 ^/ITPA Portland Pozzolana cement plant
• Project cost estimated at ? 1200 crore ($ 200
million)
• Mining concession for limestone mine granted.
Estimated Reserves are of 132 million tons of
which 42 million tons have been proven.
•

•
•

•

Katni Dolomite Mine
Mining concession granted. 60 million tons of BF
grade dolomite has been proved through
exploration. In addition 30 million tons is inferred
reserve of dolomite
Slag Cement Plant at Jajpur
• 1.0 MTPA Slag Cement Grinding unit at Jajpur,
Odisfna in two phases
• Estimated Project Cost is ^ 139 crore ($23 million)
forthfe Phase-I of 0.5 MTPAcapacity
New Projects Under Planning
Alumina

Refinery and Aluminium

Smelter in

Madhya

Pradesh

• Memorandum of Understanding signed with the
Government of Madhya Pradesh to set up 1.0 MTPA
Alumina Refinery and 0.25 MTPA Aluminium Smelter.
• The proposed investment is ? 950 Crore ($160 million)
• Memorandum of Understanding signed for setting up 480
MW Thermal Power Plant with an investment of ^ 2160
crore ($360 million)
Ferro-Manganese Plant in Madhya Pradesh
• Memorandum of Understanding signed with the
Government of Madhya Pradesh to set up 0.25 MTPA
ferro-manganese plant
• Investment envisaged is ? 400 crore ($67 million)
Overseas Ventures
Mesco Steel is expanding its business footprint in the overseas
countries. It has zeroed in on several opportunities in Southeast Asia
and Australia for iron ore, precious metals, coking coal and other
minerals.

CSR is the only investment that never fails

MESCO Newsline- - -
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Celebrations at various locations
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The arts are a celebration of life

MESCO Newsline

Employees at Work MISL Plant, Jaipur
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It's fun to work the robotic arm in part because it's really a team effort

MESCO Newsline
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KNOW YOUR PLANT
CAPTIVE POWER PLANT (MESCO STEEL-h

INTRODUCTION
Captive power plant (C.P.P.) has the major role in MESCO
STEEL LTD. Most important machineries of CPP are Steam
Generators (Boilers) Steam Turbo Generators (STG), Steam
Turbo Blowers (STB) and their auxiliaries like Demineralization
Plant (D.M. Plant), Cooling Tower Fuel Handling System etc. In
engineering point of view these equipments are very
sophisticated, critical and sensitive. Similarly in operation point
of view, only well experienced, certified and authorized
persons are allowed to operate those important equipments.
Some of the machines like Steam Generators (Boilers) are
also mandatory for recertification in every year by authorized
government officials.
OBJECTIVE
The main objective of our captive power plant are for
continuous supply of cold blast air as per the desired
parameters of user department i.e. Blast Furnace. Apart from
that our captive power plant has the responsibility for
generation of electric power with available steam and
continuous supply of process steam to the user department
like Blast furnace, CPP, GCP & Sinter.
To provide above service, steam has the main and important
rule which is generated by Boilers, where Blast furnace waste
gas carbon Monoxide (CO) is used as main fuel and
HSD/F.O.(Furnace Oil) is used as supporting fuel.
CAPACITY (POTENTIAL)
A. :- We have three nos. of steam turbo Blowers having
capacity each 3.1 MWH with suction flow capacity 67500 m3
per hour at discharge pressure 2.7 kg/cm2 (Abs). Out of three
blowers, one blower is standby and two blowers are for two
blast furnace. These blowers are something different from
other blowers. Most of the blowers are driven by electric
motors but these blowers are driven by steam turbine having
capacity 3.1 MWH each.
B. :- We have two nos. steam turbo generators having
capacity 4.5 MWH each . After the steam consumption by turbo
blowers and process, balance steam is used in turbo
generators to generate electric power which are used in plant.
Shortfall power is purchased from Gridco.

C.:-We have three nos. of steam generators (Boilers) having
capacity 50 TPH each at pressure 54 kg/Cm2 (G) and at
temperature 4850C. These Boilers are very compact with
simple operation having high efficiency. Average operating
efficiency of these boilers is 92-93 %..
ACHIEVEMENT
A. :- Boilers were designed for HSD/LDO as supporting fuel.
But In economic point of view HSD was replaced by Furnace
Oil (F.O.) with some modification. Net saving per annum after
this modification is Rs.95,00,000/B. :- Fuel handling system was running with steam heating
system. With some modification, now fuel handling system is
running with electric heating system. Net saving per annum
due to this modification is Rs.30,00,000/C.:- Five nos. of Cooling Tower fans had cast Aluminum
blades. Out of five fans, two fans blades were replaced by FRP
blades to reduce the power consumption at higher efficiency. Net
saving per annum due to this modification is. Rs. 11,00,000/SAFETY
Blast furnace waste gas which is used as main fuel in
Boilers contains 23-26 % of carbon monoxide which is color
less order less and highly poisonous gas. Apart from that,
most hazardous consumable like HSD, F.O., HSL, NaOH and
other chemicals are also used in captive power plant on
regular periodical basis. So most priority is given to safety in
captive power plant. Periodical safety training program are
given to all concerned person working in CPP. Departmental
safety Committee has been formed and review meeting related
to safety is also going on once in every month. Safety
precaution boards are also displayed. Use of PPE is also
mandatory. Unauthorized persons are also not allowed to enter
to prohibited area.
CONCLUSION.
Captive power plant is operated and well maintained by our
well experienced and dedicated small team which consists of
four mechanical engineers, Six Electrical Engineers, 25
operators & technicians and 13 nos. of job contract
employees. Dedication and contribution of team is able to
provide the desired service to the user department.

Every once in a while, a new technology, an old problem, and a big idea tur

MESCO Newsline - - KNOW YOUR PLANT
CAPTIVE POWER PLANT (MESCO STEEL-II)
PURPOSE: Generation of Power from Useful Enthalpy Drop of Steam across Turbine
SCOPE: To Maintain Turbo-generator parameters within limit
Process Flow Diagram of Captive Power Plant
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The superheated steam at rated
temperature & pressure is allowed to
flow through the turbine in the axial direction through
emergency stop valve .The ESV is arranged before the
turbine casing & welded to the valve chest of HP control
valves. These control valves are actuated by of lift bar which
is raised and lowered by the servo motor which receives its
control pulses from the hydraulic governor. The control
valves admit the live steam to the sets of nozzle. The steam
passing through the set of nozzle gets expands & some of its
heat energy gets converted into Kinetic energy. The change
in kinetic energy in turn rotates the shaft at a very high speed
on which numbers of fixed & moving blades are mounted.
The exhaust steam after getting expanded into rows of fixed
& moving blades finally condensed into main condenser. The
turbine shaft is coupled to a reducer type gear box through
coupling which in turn connected to generator.
In main condenser, the cooling water flows through the tubes
& the exhaust steam flows over the surface of the tubes .The
condensate thus gets collected in the hot well pumped to
deaerator through number of regenerative cycle & the hot
cooling water recycled to the cooling tower for cooling
purpose.
The steam needed for pre-heater & deaerator is withdraws
bled-off steam from the turbine at different pressure levels.
Each bled off steam line contains one check valve with
hydraulic actuator to ensure fast & secure closing to protect
the turbine in case of water leakage. The bled-off steam used
for preheating the incoming condensate are collected into
the drain cooler & flows back to condenser.
Water from DM Plant
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RESPONSIBILITY:
The
entire
operation of turbo- generator & its
auxiliary is being carried out round
the clock by trained & experienced
persons under the guidance of Shift
In -charge. Preparation of Log,
reports & maintaining records are the
responsibility of shift Incharge.
PROCEDURE: The Power plant
comprises of one turbine of capacity
30MW supplied by Siemens.

To achieve Power Generation up to installed capacity

DM Plant

The lube oil system caters the oil requirement for
governing system & lubrication of bearings .It is essential
for safe & reliable operation of turbine and its driven
equipment.

The lube oil system consists of main oil tank which
stores the oil required for the entire lube oil system. The
oil pumps which are normally two in number are
connected to main oil tank driven by AC motor which
supplies oil to the governing system, bearings, jacking
oil pump & other safety device. Emergency oil pump,
driven by DC power is also connected to main oil tank to
supply oil in case of power failure. The pumped oil is
then throttled down to flows into bearing at get required
pressure .The lube oil coming out from bearings flows
back to main oil tank. Oil coolers which are two in
numbers are provided to dissipate the heat absorbed by
lube oil from bearings. Oil filters; one in operation &
other in standby are provided to remove sediments &
other contaminants from lube oil. Oil vapour extraction
pumps are mounted on main oil tank to remove oil
vapours collected above the oil surface. The overhead
tanks are provided to ensure lubrication of bearing in
case of failure of both AC & DC supply. There is one AC
Motor driven Jacking Oil Pump (JOP) and one DC driven
jacking oil Pump for the Turbo generator. The jacking Oil
Pump supplies Oil at high pressure to each of the Turbo
generator bearings to jack up the rotor, thus reducing the
shaft to bearing metal frictional resistance during barring
Turning gear is provided to turn the rotor slowly during operation Normally the A.C Driven JOP runs for barring
startup or shutdown. Hydraulic or electrical driven motor are gear. In the event of TG tripping due to total Plant AC
used for this purpose. Manual arrangement are also been failure or outage of AC JOP due to any reason, the DC
driven JOP is to be run.
Npcorporated in case of power failure.
Happiness lies in the joy of achievement and the thrill of creative effort

—MESCO Newsline
An emotional overtone of a Proud father
Yttj / ^ (candid and l Wave
ft? bz candid. I must awn up
a. blessed father. God WoS
been. kind 01me to pA^^e poured the greatest gift Crf earth. Ob'... yes !!! they Are my 'sweet Little Aru?l
lovely k.icb$’. they Are always little Anri will always remain Little ^e^ore m-ej A6 they started crawling
Anri growing up holding my pAnri$ . Certainly > ffte father in w-e e$ meanlnglzss without mother
who is their first teacher for providing spiritual training Anri Crerefing outlets appropriate -ft?
their a$es}ahilities and inier^^fr .TPer^fAre, when. I asd me/ head and heart and both sty at owe
towZj tt is bzzousz office, values > \wy children. has/z bvnblbzd from uSj they Are rC^iXe^vt ft? weather
out any storm in, their LifZj wdlcdj God forbid j do~es n.ot Kipper, ft? them} but, could bz
attxihutrMz bzeausse of our mlstadeSj known or unknown in trur fi/e. Fat ^are, nobody in the
world car. vouod tdot he or sde has rot dorr anything wrong j knowingly or urdnovving [y.
Certainlyj l Am prAi/ri ft? certify that they hos/z realized my tired slgW at the end of the day and
understood from us that Word wurkj integrity j conviction > commitment and trustworthiness
alway $ pA*/ t>^, >t?tn^er at (refer and that is why they Are ktvv wWzrc they wanted to bz. they have
undouJotedly carved nlchz for themselves.
Xrivenl.p. Honda — Mt/ son j is a, qualified architect
graduated from India's premier ScWoot of PIArvrurvg Arri
ArcfvOteef-ure (SPA) ard r^ctfiznt of Privrc Mtru^fer's
<rWMar<dtfc> for Ids study at SPA.
AIL India Itand-S ir
GATEj &c joirzd witW PrtsdgiaiM //T^ Ydargcupur to pursuz Ids
M. TcoW. Post q/ualLfydg M.Tzcd.j Wcuvdg
or inxlduxtior
txrwards
azadtvdoSj
sdarirg
knurwlzdgc
and
rcafdng
Wnurwlzdgc and finally We vnode nraj dream truz by joinurg a
noble profession, os con azadzrdei/un wttW azcladnzd Andty
University> Peild in its SoWooL of Bdlt Enn/Lronrnznt under
RICS (UK) wtdoW is tWz only institute of its kind. In India.
SWreya htanda - Mt/ daughter pzrWcups is more versatile in
irtzUlgentsla and artistic in every cupproazW of Life. . From
Wer very cldldWoodj sde Was bzen in pursuit of knowledge.
SWe Was rare cxzumen of finding ahout innjrvctians. SWe Was
eyzzeded my biggest Wopz and dream wWzn Wer scWooLs
Principal (MotrWers' Internuxtiovuxl SoWooL j BWutarzsnrar) did
not allow mz to cWange Wer scWoot in class 1 ItrW standard and
exempted Wer sscWoot fees considering Wer an eyjunuplz for

tJL

otWzrs- U nltkz otWer students to build a career in
Engineering or Medical, sine parso-zd Wer bazWelor's
, B-Sc. tn Economics at prevnizr educational
' |j-- J .u /JRIjhl institute 'llowensWaw University atu?L finally made mz

Annual gone
Ravenshaw U

proud wWzn awarded vritW Gold Medal in Economics
I and also won trWe prestigious GWanoeilorl Coup for trWe
^_l yeor-2-OKb. Her dzep Interest in Applied Economics

/j

1
W
M

B /
n

I

r t now Landed Wer for pursuing Master's degree witW
UGG S cdcrLorsblp at prestigious Indira. Gandhi
l(fc A
Intitule of Peuzlopmznt and WeszorcW (IGIPR)
KSt .
^Mumbai . wtnlcW is on advanced restored institute
sQu '• '/ «| _ «rnjl estaMlsded by Weszrvz Band of India..

y/U

, ^ c B

W\ay God Bless them to reaoW wew Weights of success

ti'Jt TbuhsHI and to bz good citizen in the society. "Pa good and bz

good is the M antra.'j I wisd wderesoever they stay and
wdotevzr they do as l cuvw sure> they will never resort
to any deeds and aztionSj that will Cjauestion my
upbringing.
Message to my Children: "Be content wdotevzr gov. Wawe and always bz grounded and Pray God
in moment of joviality with stnse of gratitude and in adversity seeking strength to faze sued

adversityWhat eisz can bring smile to the father and the mother !!!

Parenting is the kind of job for which there is no practice

P. P. ttosntUz

MESCO Newsline—

Leadership Motivates People... While Management Controls!!!
“Leadership and Management are contrary but complementary to each other, Management sets
Goals and Leadership provides direction, encouragement & inspiration to motivate a team to
achieve that Goal... Bringing Organizational Success, Making Productivity Smooth & Happy
Management. ”
Motivating People is not as easy as it sounds. It is a good Leader who can only
ensure high levels of enthusiasm and commitment among employees during bad times.
As change takes its turn in every Business, change is one of the important functions of
Leadership, it is important for Leaders to energize their team in the change process
enabling people to cope with the obstacles during adverse business situation. The
Leader’s Role in a growing Organization is different that of a mere Controller as Managers
use only Control Mechanism to compare actual performance with the planned
performance and take corrective actions to address deviations if any. For Ex. in a well
managed Factory, the production targets set during the planning process. Subsequently
the control process ensures that lapses in targets are identified and corrected

Ms. Sipranjali Swain
Sr. Manager - Corp. HR
Bhubaneswar

immediately to achieve the targets. While Control is Central to Management, highly motivated behavior is not because
one Manager can fix or count the Man Hour being used for certain production not the frequency of muscular motion
of the employee which is certainly different if he is motivated and if not. Most Organizations rarely try to motivate their
Frontline people. The reason is that they think these people are dispensable and need not be bothered about. On the
contrary, they play an important role in determining the Company’s Profit and quality of Customers experience as
many times they have the Most Original Ideas. There is no substitute for the particular Human Resource as we
never find two man of same brand unlike other resources like Machines and Materials.
Question comes, Who is a Leader? and the meaning of Leadership?... which
®
common mind accepted in the sense of Ruling over People ! Certainly meant

Mil

differently!! There can be many Leaders in the Company!!! Line Manager
Leaders are a key human resource in the organization. These leaders develop better people
under them and the two together achieves better productivity and high performance which
becomes the focal point for achieving business success. This high performance can be
secured only if there is effective leadership qualities available with the line managers. We
generally think of organizations competing by means of their products, but today
organizations probably compete more by means of the quality of their line manager leaders
than their products, where, a Leader is a planner, a designer, a teacher, an announcer, a
seller, a clarifier, a mentor, a seeker, as a friend, philosopher and guide & finally as a follower
__________________ I where the leader of the team declares his readiness to implement whatever decision the

by which the leader becomes Role Model by motivating its People while satisfying their human needs, boosting
their passion for achievement, creating a sense of belongingness, giving Recognition and Rewards for their
achievement. The Primary focus of a benevolent Leader is his People. Their leadership motivates the
people leading to a higher level of performance through their strong human relations, keeping employees happy and
a “Happy Worker is a Productive Worker”.
If the Vision is for 1 Year

WE MAKE
HAPPY
EMPLOYEES

Cultivate

Flowers

If the Vision is for 10 Years
Cultivate Trees
If the Vision is for Eternity
Cultivate People to emerge them as Future

Management is doing things right & Leadership is doing right things

-

-MESCO Newsline

HOW TO MOTIVATE YOUR CO-WORKERS?
In the busiest world of the 21st Century the most challenging and frustrating part in the
work environment is working with the person who doesn’t appear to be committed to the
company’s objective and ethics of organizational work culture. The best example we can
take when our team member is toiling on his project or assignment, at the same time we
are enjoying his toiling away period, which make him de-motivated. But now the time has
come for us to think about motivation to our coworkers in the working environment.
Sounik Kajal
Dy. Manager-HR
Bhubaneswar

Perhaps the best success path to motivate our co-workers is to set a positive example for
them, which will build a self confidence within a person. Approaching your work with a
positive attitude and completing all of your tasks as diligently as possible inspires your

co-workers to do the same especially if they see you receiving praise, rewards or special assignments due to your job
commitment. Although maintaining professional relationships at work is important, that doesn't mean that you can’t
develop more informal relationships, or even friendships, at work.
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MESCO Newsline—
Benefits turned from the Filling of Income Tax Return
Income Tax is a certain percentage of your income that you have to pay regularly to the
government. You pay income tax every month on your earnings. You pay income tax a
personal tax, usually progressive, levied on annual income subject to certain deductions. A
tax on income or on that part of income which exceeds a certain amount. Income tax refers
to direct tax paid on income to the government within a given financial year. Eligibility for
income tax is that any person or sovereign entities can efile Income Tax Returns when his
total income from all sources of income exceeds the maximum amount permissible which is
not chargeable to income Tax by the government. You pay income tax on all your earnings,
not just your salary. The word income has a very broad and inclusive meaning. In case of a
salaried person, all that is received from an employer in cash, kind or as a facility is
considered as income. For a businessman, his net profits will constitute income. Income

Ranjit Barik
AGM-F&A
MISL, Bhubaneswar

may also flow from investments in the form of Interest, Dividend, and Commission etc. In fact the Income Tax Act does
not differentiate between legal and illegal income for the purpose of taxation. Under the Act, all incomes earned by people
are classified into five different heads, such as: income from salary, income from house property, income from business
or profession, income from capital gains and income from other sources.

Getting Multiple benefits from filling of Income Tax Return...
Not only is filing our tax return a requirement under the tax laws, we also stand
to benefit in many ways from doing so. If we are apply for a housing, education
or vehicle loan or for the registration of an immovable property, our application
is likely to be processed much more easily and speedily if we have been filing
our tax returns. It is also a mandatory prerequisite for the processing of our visa.
Banks may not issue a credit card to us if we have not been filing our returns
regularly. We can also use our tax returns as standard proof of income wherever required (say, when applying for a home
loan). By filing our returns regularly, we also create a track record with the income tax department. Finally, by filing our
tax returns and paying taxes regularly, we contribute our bit to the national income.
As per the provisions of Income Tax Act, 1961, filing of income tax is compulsory under certain circumstances. Also, filing
of ITR is required for ordinary residents holding overseas assets. Even if any person's income is not taxable, still that
person can avail following benefits after filing income tax returns.
1) Residence Proof: A tax assessment order can be used as a proof of residence for applying forAadhaaror passport.
2) Hassle free loan processing: Generally, income tax returns of last three years are required if a person intends to take
any housing loan, education or vehicle loan from the bank.
3) Processing credit card applications: Copies of tax returns are also required as proof for processing credit card
applications.
4) Recording of high-value transactions: High-value transactions such as purchase of property, buying a car, investing in
mutual funds, etc., are reported to the income tax department. So, by filing income tax returns, one can report these
transactions & substantiate the same as per one's income.
5) Refund of TDS: If TDS is deducted from one's income, then the filing of income tax return is required to claim TDS.
6) Carry forward of losses: If a person has incurred a loss from sale of capital assets, house property income, loss from
business/ profession, then carry forward of the same to subsequent 8 years, for set off against other income can be
done if that person has filed income tax return within the prescribed due dates.
7) Visa processing: Filing of income tax return is a mandatory requirement for the processing of visa.
8) Claiming additional deductions: If a salaried person has filed income tax return, then he can claim additional
deductions which are not considered by his employer while deducting TDS.
9) Avoiding additional interest rates: If a person has not filed income tax return, then a belated return could incur
additional interest at 1 % per month for the balance tax payable.

The investor of today does not profit from yesterday's growth

—MESCO Newsline
10) Avoid penalties: From FY 2017-18, Rs 10,000 would be

LEADERSHIP

charged for non-filing of income tax return. Also in addition
to taxes and interest, there could be prescribed penalties
ranging from 50 to 200% in certain cases.

11) All your income is

legal and white money now, thus

making you a responsible citizen and contributing in
Swachh (Clean) Bharat (India) Abhyaan (Campaign)
in true sense.
12) Prompt processing: The acknowledgment of Income Tax
Return (ITR) is quick. More importantly, refunds, if any,are
processed faster than paper-filed returns

Consequences of not filing can be..........
If we don’t comply with the requirement of filing our tax return,
we could be penalised. Union Budget 2017 has even

Napoleon
Bonaparte
escaped from Elba Island
where he was in exile and
reached

French

soil.

Knowing the same, French
Emperor Lewis-XVI sent
the French army to capture
Napoleon.

The

well

proposed a fee for the late filing of tax return. If a person files
a tax return after the due date i.e. 31.07.2018 but on or before
December 31 ,2018 of the assessment year-2017-18, the fee
will be Rs 5,000. In any other case, the fee rises to Rs 10,000.

wishers of Napoleon advised him to leave France. But
Napoleon waited for the army to come, instead. When
French army arrived, Napoleon climbed to some nearby

For those whose total income does not exceed Rs 5 lakh, the

powerful words changed the sentiments of the solders
and they fought back under the leadership of Napoleon.
The rest is history.
A true leader can change the destiny of a Nation, an

fee has been limited to Rs 1,000. Hence, we should start
collating all the necessary data required for filing tax return
and fulfill this obligation by the due date, which is usually July
31 following the end of the tax year.
Remember that with the advancement of digital technology,
big data and automation, the income tax department’s ability
to catch those who try to avoid paying tax has increased
manifold. Different sources of information are linked to our
identification number. Using them the IT department can track
the myriad transactions we carry out during the year. It can
also keep a tab on different sources of income that an
individual has and check whether he reports all of them
correctly while filing his tax return. If it notices discrepancies,
it has the authority to issue a show cause notice.
Keeping all this in mind, do file our income tax return before
the due date. Not only will we sleep better at night, we will
also contribute to a cleaner and more transparent economy.
To encourage more people to pay their taxes, thank them for

high place and addressed the French army. His

Organisation and avove all the Society.
'-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

If your actions inspire
others to dream more,
learn more, do more and
become more, you are a
leader.
John Quincy Adams
HR plays a vital role in making Organisational leaders.

their contribution, and to acquire a more people-friendly
image, the income tax department has started to award
certificates to tax filers. For instance, in our Company, Mr.
Devee Prasad Nanda, DGM-Admin & IR has received a
similar Award Certificate from the Income Tax Department, for
his regular payment of Income Tax and also subsequently
filling Income Tax return in time. We could receive a
platinum, gold, silver or bronze certificate depending on the
amount of tax paid and whether our return was filed on time.

Leaders are born... They are never made!!!

MESCO Newsline—
Fear of FAILURE
Fear of failure may be
linked to many causes.
Basically whenever we
are going outside of our
comfort zone, we start
feeling fear. Is failures
initiated from external
sources
or
within
ourselves?
Probably
L. Venkata Ranga
Assistant General Manager first we should identify
the origin of it. Next step
Mesco Aerospace Limited
is what exactly this fear
is all about. Face to face with apprehension is the
best way to get over the fear.
People who have a fear of failure are motivated
to avoid failing because it makes them feel
ashamed. In other words it’s highly impossible
for them to accept failure but burst out with
emotions, anger and frustration. Generally when
a person come across failure, thatalways make
him/her to think what other people thinks about
them. In this process, person loses his/her
confidence in oneself to pursue the future of
desire. Even though the person is smart enough
and capable of thinking beyond failure, due to
lack of confidence, his goal becomes failure.
Instead the irritation kills all their thinking
abilities.
"We dream to give ourselves hope. To stop
dreaming—well, that’s like saying you can never
change your fate."—Amy Tan, the Hundred
Secret Senses
To overcome fear of failure, first one has to trust
one’s own inner guide. During failure times, both
patience and faith are the best associates.
Whenever a feeling of derailing from the goal to
be achieved, it’s always advised to keep cool and
have patience in one self. To reach our goal,
journey is not a cake walk. It is full of challenges,
ups and downs.
am sure, everybody likes success. Normally
when fear of failure is dominant, problem starts.
The more creativity, the more errors to make. Get
used to it. If you decide on avoiding errors
meaning you are destroying your creativity.

Human beings face
various
difficult
situations in their lives.
Such difficult situation
require the support
that would in turn,
enable them to have a
positive attitude and
the hope to overcome. DEBAJYOTI MOHAPATRA
Account Officer (F&A)
Being
honest with
Bhubaneswar
oneself is the key to
healing from particular situation. Therefore,
having hope enables a person to be honest
with in whatever decision that they make. E.g.,
financial issues in life provides them with the
necessary honesty in order to make the right
decision such as expenses & savings.In
difficult situation where human beings find it
difficult to solve certain problem, requires to
prioritize and set the right goals.
One of the most important key to success is
positive thinking. This makes easier to achieve
success, improve relationships, have better
health, and enjoy happiness, satisfaction and
inner peace. This key also helps in the daily
affairs of life, making everything flow more
smoothly, and with less friction. A positive
attitude makes life look brighter and promising.
This key also requires that you take positive
action, since results require both positive
thinking and positive action.
Think positive and expect only favorable
results and consequences, even if your current
circumstances are not as you wish them to be.
When you expect success and say "I can", you
fill yourself with confidence and joy.
Fill your mind with light, hope and feelings of
strength, and soon your life will reflect these
qualities.

Smile, it is the key that fits the lock of everybody's heart

—MESCO Newsline
MESCO ITI AT A GLANCE
MESCO Industrial Training Institute (MITI) which is an initiative of MESCO Steel as a CSR at large. By virtue of its excellence, the students in an atmosphere of
mutual goodwill and understanding candidly share our resources. Imparting value-based technical education to cultivate and nurture the right employable skills
and professional attitudes aligned with today’s industry is the foremost effort of the institute. The institute is contributing to reducing unemployment of local youth.
The institute offers a unique advantage of its geographical location being established at Kalinga Nagar, The Steel Hub of the country.
THE INSTITUTE
MESCO (MISL) ITI is situated inside MESCO Steel Campus, Kalinga Nagar, Jajpur. The institute is promoted by MESCO Education and Training Society
(METS), a nonprofit Society registered under society registration act 1860 and permanently affiliated to NCVT (National Council for Vocational Training,
Government of India, New Delhi) through the respective controlling department of State Government i.e .DTET (Directorate of Technical Education and Training,
Government of Odisha). The training is imparted in two innovative job oriented trade like FITTER and ELECTRICIAN.
The Institute is having a team of experienced faculty headed by Er. P.K.Tripathy, Principal. Under his dynamic academic leadership, the institute is growing
towards a new horizon of development. The institute is being ranked as “A” grade ITI by RDAT, Govt, of India.
MESCO (MISL) ITI has unique infrastructure, campus and latest equipment to provide training to the ITI trainees. The trainees are sent from time to time to
MESCO plant to get industrial exposure. The teaching faculty here is excellent and have a lots of experience in their respective trades. Thus facilitate quality to
the growing needs of today’s world.
TRAINING CURRICULUM.
The Institute maintains a rigid training standard as prescribed in the Training Manual issued by DGET, New Delhi. On obligation to this standard, the institute
maintains a group of qualified and experienced Instructional staff to impart methodical training to make the trainees fit for employment in Industries and for
self-employment, by availing financial assistance from the Govt, agencies.
During the training period, regular monthly tests are conducted to evaluate the performance of the trainees. In order to bring the trainees of poor standard to an
advanced level, extra efforts are taken, by holding coaching classes, to bring about a desired improvement in their performance. This assures 100% Pass Result.
Besides monthly test, annual test is also conducted after the 1 st year of training, for promotion to the 2nd year class. At the far end of the 2nd year, another mock
exam is carried out, in order to enable trainees to appear at the All India Trade Test (AITT) conducted by NCVT, New Delhi. This reveals our serious efforts to
career building.
TRAINING, COUNSELLING & PLACEMENT SERVICES
Counselling on academic, career and personal matters is one of the important feature of the Institute. Learners are encouraged to consult their staff and
counsellors about problems affecting their course work and about career plans. The Institute has excellent inter-relations with MESCO group of companies and
other reputed industries in India.
&l

SL NO

SESSION

1
2
3

2013-2015
2014-2016
2015-2017

NOS.
TRAINEES
12
15
10

OF

NAME OF THE INDUSTRY
SUZLON ENERGY LTD, BRG STEEL
BRPL .VISA STEEL,TAT A STEEL
TATA STEEL .JINDAL STEEL

SEMINAR/WORKSHOP
The Institute also conducts seminars, symposium and workshops to create awareness among
student, regarding modern pedagogy and entrepreneurship. Development facilities are available in
our Institute by inviting eminent Engineers and Professionals from established industries.
DUAL SYSTEM OF TRAINING (DST)
Ministry of skill development and entrepreneurship , Govt, of India has decided to implement the
scheme named as Dual System Of Training (DST) in MESCO ITI in the year 2017-2018 with an
maximum intake capacity of Fitter (21 Seats ), Electrician(21 seats). It is the pride of ourselves
that we are the only one PVT ITI in Odisha to lunch the programme successfully in the year
2017-2018. The admission to this training programme is totally FREE of cost irrespective of any
category of candidates. Moreover, besides FREE of cost training, an ex-gratia amount nearly
24000 (Twenty Four Thousand only) will be paid to the admitted candidates by the Govt of India in
the shape of stipend during the two years of study. For a two years course it is mandatory that Nine
Months training would be in the MESCO STEEL PLANT at Kalinga Nagar, Jajpur and remaining
fifteen months would be in the MESCO ITI, Kalinga Nagar, Jajpur. The admission into this
innovative job oriented NCVT affiliated ITI training programme
be on FIRST CUM FIRST
SERVE basis throughout the year.
k
^
/
APPRENTICESHIP TRAINING
Apprenticeship Training is provided to the ITI passed out trainees under National
Apprenticeship promotion Scheme (NAPS) through regional Directorate of
Apprenticeship Training (RDATs) and its nodal agency state Apprenticeship advisor,
Odisha every year. More than ten candidates have been selected as Apprentices in
Videocon Industries and more than five candidates have been selected as
Apprentices in MESCO STEEL PLANT, Kalinga Nagar, Jajpur last year. Our planning
is to provide 100% apprenticeship training in coming years.
_

^

The great aim of education is not knowledge but action

MESCO Newsline- Management is pleased to elevate following senior executives

Mr. Raj Kedia
Elevated to President
Sales & Marketing

Mr. Suresh Dhingra
Elevated to President
Sales & Marketing

Mr. Rajeev Kumar Moudgil
Elevated to President
Business Development

Mr. Surjit Satpathy
Elevated to CEO
MESCO STEEL II

“MESCO NEWSLINE Editorial Board on behalf of MESCO Group
Congratulates all of you for your elevation”
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Mr. Munu Jee Dhar
VP- Commercial & Trading
New Delhi, MISL

Mr. Shashank Shekhar Tripathi
AGM- Sales & Marketing
New Delhi, MISL

Mr. Varun Sarin
DGM-F&A
New Delhi, MAL

Capt. Praveen Kumar
Pilot Mumbai,
Juhu. MAL

Mr. Navin Kumar
(AME - Aircraft Maintenance Engineer)
Mumbai, Juhu, MAL

Ms.Amrita Bhatia
Asst. Manager- Finance & Accounts
Mumbai Office, MISL

Capt. Narendra Kumar
Pilot- Beechcraft King Air C 90 Aircraft
Mumbai, Juhu, MAL

Mr. Rishabha Sharma
Executive- Legal
Mumbai Office, MISL

If you could go back and change things, you might not be the person you are right now

—MESCO Newsline
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■. Jignesh H. Vora
Sr. GM- Finance & Accounts
Mumbai Office, MISL

Mr. Ram Sharan Agrawal
DGM- F&A
Mumbai Office, MISL

Mr. Sursingh Matisoy
Asst. Foreman Roida I Mines,
Barbil, MISL

Mr. Bijaya Ketan Rath
Asst. Manager- Mining Roida I Mines
Barbil, MISL
*.
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Mr.Rakesh Kumar Sahoo
Officer - IT
Jajpur Plant, MISL

Mr.Prateem Nanda
Asst. Manager (Electrical)
Jaipur Plant, MISL

Mr.Dillipa Kumar Sahu
Security Officer- In Charge of Weigh Bridge
Management, Jaipur Plant, MISL

Mr.Prem Nath Ojha
Security Officer
Jaipur Plant, MISL

Mr.Pratap Rout
Manager-Liasion, Admin &CA
Bhubaneswar, MISL

Ms.Priyadarsini Mishra
Executive -PS
Bhubaneswar, MISL

V

A thousand words will not leave so deep an impression as one deed

MESCO Newsline—
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Mr.Hare Ram Kumar Sharma
Veterinary Surgeon, Krishna Ashram
Krishna Ashram

Mr.Shyamvir Singh
Administrative Manager, Krishna Ashram
Krishna Ashram

Mr.Varun Sharma
Veterinary Surgeon, Krishna Ashram
Krishna Ashram

Mr.Sounik Kajal Kumar Dash
Dy. Manager-HR
Bhubaneswar. MESCO STEEL

Mr. Basudev Pandey
Shift In Charge-CCM
Jajpur Plant, MESCOSTEEL-

Mr.Archie Pattnaik
Asst. Engineer-Mechanical
Jajpur Plant, MESCOSTEEL

Mr.Tushar Kanta Das
Asst. Manager Procurement
Jaipur Plant, MESCOSTEEL-I

Mr.Sritam Jena
Engineer-Electrical (SMS)
Jajpur Plant, MESCOSTEEL-

Mr.Dipak Kumar Maiti
Dy. Manager- Procurement Maithan
Ispat, MESCOSTEEL-II

Mr.Ravindra Hiremani
Asst.Manager-Structual
Jaipur Plant, MESCOSTEEL-

Mr.Saikat Sen
AGM- Sales & Marketing
Kolkata, MESCOSTEEL-I
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Mr.Sushil Sharma
Lab Technician, Krishna Ashram
Krishna Ashram

Mr.Satyajit Mandal
Surveyor, Jharkhand
Pahardia Gold Mining Ltd,

Mr.Bhagirathi Marshal
Jr. Manger- Structual
Jaipur Plant, MESCOSTEEL-I

Mr.Manoj Kumar Tazan
Dy. Manager- Sales & Marketing
Jaipur Plant, MESCOSTEEL-I

Coming together is a beginning. Keeping together is progress. Working together is success

GLIMPSES OF OUR PLANTS
MESCO STEEL -1

MESCO STEEL - II
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A Product of MESCO STEEL

EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT CORROSION RESISTANT FIRE RESISTANT BENDABILITY

A Future Forged in Steel
Mesco Tower
Steel Plant
Mumbai Office
Kolkata Office
Delhi Office
Bhopal Office
Chindwara Office
Katni Office
Rewa Office
Overseas Office

: 3915, Lewis Road, Kedargouri Square, Bhubaneswar-751014, Orissa, India.Tel.:0674-2433121/24,2432755/59, Fax:0674-2432256
: Kalinga Nagar Industrial Complex, Khurunti, P.O-Danagadi-755026. Dist-Jaipur, Orissa. Tel.:06726-266042/45,0671-2383100, Fax:06726-266041
: 401,4th Floor, Silver Pearl, Opp. China Gate Restaurants, Water field Road, Bandra (W), Mumbai-400050, Phone:+91-22-26413257/69
: Diamond Heritage, 14th Floor, Room No.:1412,16, Strand Road, Kolkata-700001, Tel. No.:033-66451214/15
: H-1, Zamrudpur, Community Centre, Kailask Colony, New Delhi-110048, India, tel.:91-11-65631600,32906529, Telefax: 91-11-29532307
: House No.8-9A, Windsor Exclusive, Phase-ll, Chunavhati, Colar Road, Bhopal, Tel.:0755-4252705
: House No.249, Behind Qrt. F/18, Civil Lines, Chindwara-480001
:Plot No.3, Harash Nagar Collectorate Road, Katni, Tel.:0762-2220112
: Senior HIG, 104, Vindhya Vihar Colony, Parda, Rewa, Tel.:07662-220048
: Sukhbaata District, 1-R Khoroo, Chinggisiin Urgun Chulu 8/1, Mangolia, Gurvan Gal office Centre, No. 405, Mangolia
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